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Hallikey collects
$15 trillion from a
Blackhole to answer the
call to recent demand for
typewriter ribbons. MK-
Garlic investigates the
reason why the all sniff-
ing nose complex would
be interested and finds
that all electric typewrit-
ers have been compro-
mised. A schizophrenic
hooked an oscilloscope
in parallel to the power
cord and found that each

key puts out a unique and consistent current sig-
nature. We put a tracer on the current and followed
it from Calm-Ed to the Dunk or Do-Not shop
down the street. We bought us a cup of coffee. The
schizophrenic test subject started scrying using

AC light reflected off the coffee to devise a
method to mislead the Queen's efforts to use the
same method on us. We used an Oliver mechan-
ical typewriter with a hand up a Monkey's ass as
a proxy to derail the Queen's attempt to compro-
mise our attainment of counter-intelligence. So we
compiled a solution to the root of why Eve-is-Ill.
What we all have to do is         and
think                         with                               write 

.
spool                   !                  pool
reflect                                         poo                                                                                  

??  ?
forget    

recall and forget

react to what we forgot and in no

way allow ourselves the cognitive experience to
the reasons of our                                                         

Noosify.
Simply put: Evil loses a grip on us if we choose
to react to the moment to only plausible notions
responsible for otherwise rampant paranoia by
clown dunking gas-lighting patsy tactics.

NSA PROOF TYPEWRITER COMPROMISED
THROUGH CALM-ED IN LIEU OF THE QUEEN

By a Schizophrenic :: MK-Garlic Subject

Random specimen at Oliver typewriter using the monkey’s ass as alias for
project MK-GARLIC

Que4.org and AM1710 answers
the mental hunger pains expressed
by the majority that have been

squandered by the rest of the
available radio stations and con-
solidated media. This station,
armed by the people, will begin to
invade air space with low power
transmitters planned to be distrib-
uted across the city. The focus
would include cultural, artistic ex-
pressions as well as hosts that
cover the paranormal, conspirato-
rial as well as issues the main-
stream media ignores. So
beginning November 17th, listen
in live at the end of the AM dial
1710 or online at que4.org.

Air Plumbing Need Answered by Q4
By Dr. Nothing  ::  Communication Art

Free the Ants!

Wolves in sheep clothing were ex-
posed at multikulti during a night in
October that had the house full of
working ants being inspired to work
together towards solutions to dis-
solve the motive for corporate glob-
alization at the arms of media and
militerization. The globalists gain:
control of resources that in their ex-
traction process provide a planned
obsolescence towards the need for

depopulation. While some use the
unintended consequnce argument,
the savvy Beehive Design Collective
brings light to the big picture using
large scale highly detailed illustra-
tions of  ants, frogs, spiders and other
caricature as symbolism used to
make all the connections. You can
learn more about the Beehive Col-
lective at beehivecollective.org

In an anticipation of the
latest graffitti "taggin"
throwdown following the
most recent late night
gathering at Multikulti a
few people have been
volunteering to clean the
men's bathroom immedi-
ately following the stated
conclusion time for all
parties.  It seems that
some people are so eager
to see who was able to
"tag" the men's bathroom

that cleaning up all the piss, puke, alcohol
beverage containers and cigarette butts is
worth being one of the first to see the
Sharpied US Postal Stickers and other "tags."
While the people who organize, decorate and
occassionally reside at Multikulti are happy
that more folks are volunteering to clean the
bathroom they do not want to instigate the
"taggers."  Also noteworthy is the ability to
get more than one "tag" of the same or nearly
identical graphic multiple times in a confined
space, as some of the regulars like "Boogie
Munster" and "Impolite Society" seem to
favor.

Some speculate this "tagging" thing
is just like animals urinating to mark their
territory and therefore fitting for a lavatory
that often stinks of crusty urine.  Others feel
this art is appropriate for any venue, includ-
ing the bottom seat of the toilet, sprinkled
with fecal backsplash as one tagger created.
No matter what one's opinion of this urban
trend it is here to stay as more and more
youth are taking to their "permanent mark-
ers" to express themselves in this modern
techonological age.

What Wouldn’t Jesus Not Do?

Inspired by however not affiliated with The Onion.

Blackhole Inc. starts marketing cam-
paign to prevent complaints at the
root of "Live for Now" agenda pro-
moted by soda company PeeSee

By Dr. Greenlove :: Communication Art

Dr. Nothing on sabbatical caught
writing the theory of everything.

MK-Garlic test subject Unity-4 hords the mics to release crucial in-
telligence to the public prior to training. He does not yet know how
to go live. Dr. Nothing will help him after his bathroom sabbatical.


